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Portobello joins the Innermost collection
Simultaneously familiar and new, Portobello is an aesthetic that fits anywhere. Strong gloss
colours and the ability to easily customise add value to a form that is simplicity itself.

Designed by Assemblyroom, Portobello joins the Innermost range of beautifully unique
lighting of the absolute highest quality. Constructed from hand spun aluminium, it draws
inspiration from the simplicity and functionality of industrial pendant lights of a bygone era.
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Available in a range of strong gloss colours, Portobello joins the Innermost collection.

With its scale, defined outline and its two tone colour scheme (coloured exterior, white
interior) this large contemporary classic pendant light will have an impact on any room.
Available in yellow, black, white and red with clear PVC cable, and white interior.

Assemblyroom
Founded by Peter and Cathy Wall in 2003, Assemblyroom is a London based design
practice with a strong reputation for creativity in both commercial interior and furniture
design.
Having established Assemblyroom and undertaken a wide and diverse range of interior
projects, the pair went on to develop their interest in small batch production, where their
enthusiasm for form, function and materials led to the creation of a range of quality pieces
that combine simplicity and elegance with colour and a sense of playfulness. The
Assemblyroom collection reflects a timeless quality and an understated familiarity, and this is
evident in the Portobello pendant light.
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Portobello in black used here on the styling of the 2015 Zanotta catalogue with interior styling by Studio Salaris.
Photography by Beppe Brancato.
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Launching at Euroluce in Milan, Portobello will be available in Summer 2019.
Euroluce | Innermost | Hall 11 | Stand D27

About Innermost
Innermost is a British design brand with a rebellious approach to lighting and furniture. Founded in
London and working with designers from all over the world, Steve Jones and Russell Cameron aimed
to create an innovative and diverse brand, making products of the absolute highest quality. Since
1999 the company has followed its initial philosophy, to be ‘as British as London itself’: a unique
mixture of classic English tradition and vibrant global diversity.

For more information contact: emma@innermost.net or info@innermost.net
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